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SALE

CODE: V001875
City: Tenno
Address: via Volta de Nò 41

Type V Terraced house; V Duplex

Price: 248.000,00 EUR

Expences: 1.300,00 EUR

Delivery: Libero

FEATURES
Locals 3 Rooms 2 Bathrooms 2
Balconies 2 Terraces Floor

Garage 1 Car places Total Floors

Year 1983 Renovated Level 2

SQUARE METERS
Commercial 100 Floor Area 69 Mansard

Balconies Garage Garden

Terrace Basement Cellar

CARD
Hot Water: Independent Furniture: Possibility

Garden: Common Rank: Elegant

Fixtures: Wooden double glazed Free Sides: 2

Orientation: East South West View: Open View

Floors Bathroom: Ceramic Floors Kitchen: Parquet

Floors Living Parquet Floors Bedrooms: Parquet

Blind: Metal Blinds Position: Hill

Heating: Independent Doors: Good

Property Perfect Conditions Kitchen: View Kitchen

Heating Type: Heat Pump Type living: Living room

ACCESSORIES
Air Conditioning, Double Glazing, Park Condominium, Swimming Pool,
Armored door

DESCRIPTION
Imagine the hills above Lake Garda, the typical mild climate of the area,
the olive trees, the palm trees and rich vegetation, think a large green
spaces, with a swimming pool overlooking the lake, to the tranquility of a

ENERGETIC CLASS
Basso fabbisogno
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Alto fabbisogno

143,74
kWh/m²a
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DESCRIPTION
spring afternoon past Comfortably on deckchair in the garden of your
home.
There are few of us who at least once did not want to live this scene but
who for one reason or another have never found the perfect place, but this
could be the right opportunity.
We are located in Tenno, in the hill above Riva del Garda, in a residence
with a large common park where from the pool, recently redone again, you
can enjoy the view of the lake.
The buildings are arranged in an orderly and airy so as not to compromise
the privacy of those who live there. The architectural style is that of
terraced houses on two floors, where the ground floor usually are the living
area with the exit to the garden and on the first floor, the sleeping area.
No exception  the arrangement of what is proposed for sale, but with the
addition of a mezzanine realized during the restructuring. Just inside the
security door you realize the originality and personality of this property.
We are greeted by the kitchen area, the walls of bright red are contrasted
to the kitchen in bleached oak and the worktable in black Corian. The
equipment is of the highest level, double sink Alpes Inox disposal unit
Insinkerator 75 and working module with built-in cutting boards and
separate collection, stove Gaggenau , dishwasher and oven 90cm
Kupperbush, extractor hood with external motor, refrigerator with
dispenser water purifier are accessories usually reserved for professional
kitchens.
The area reserved  to the corner living room is painted with softer hue, and
includes the wooden table a large corner sofa, a modern wood stove
Austroflamm, mobile TV and the big door window leading onto the outside
terrace and on the large garden condominium. Still on the ground floor, we
find the windowed bathroom with shower and utility room where there are
washing machine and dryer and lavarina.
Going up the staircase covered in solid wood, as well as floors, you arrive
on the first floor, also here the rooms are all painted with different colors; in
the master bedroom, painted in shades of gray, there are the bed, a closet
with sliding doors, a small closet and the exit to the balcony.
In the second chamber surrounded by the green, find space a sofa, a
wardrobe with two sliding doors, a small table and the doors windows
leading to the second balcony. Always here, a ladder leads to the loft,
where the maximum height is about 1.80 but absolutely sufficient to create
a living space to be used according to requirements.
The last room is the bathroom, this one with a window, coated with blue
ceramic, It equipped with toilet and bidet, a shower and a double vanity
with characteristic design mixers.
From the description it is understood the care and attention that the
property has given the intervention of restructuring done recently, the
choice of high quality materials, attention to detail, the rationalization of
space make this apartment definitely unique.
One last detail to be reckoned with, over as several condominium parking,
the property includes a carport, where taking advantage of the height was
made a metal frame  that acts as a cellar and / or storage for all sports
equipment that a lover the lake has.
VIRTUAL TOUR
https://360-grad-immobilien.com/tour/1108538?accessKey=58da


